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modern era, and an image of Rodin as an isolated master has been Toda.y the NMWA's Matsukata Collection includes numerous
created within the history of art. However. this exhibition's display of examples of Rodin's works, and tw() paintings by Carriere, Thus this
Rodin's works next to Carrieire's revealed that their expression and ideas exhibition, inspired originally by the Matsukata Collection NNras also thus
were both a reflection of their particular era and a critique of it, This linked to more deepl.st' identifying the significance of the Atlatsukata
J'uxtaposition allowed a reexamination of the meaning of Rodin"s arts. Collection. The hope is that this method of basing exhibitions on
Cdrrie)re was considered influential and was highl.v regarded at the end collection holdings can be used again in the future. {NIina Oya)
of the 19th century, but has been almost forgotten in contemporary art
histor]y', This artist has finally been reeva)uated in France in recent .v'ears.
This exhibition introduced Carriere's art: it also confirmed his position
within the s.vmbolist circles of his day. [Cataloguel
                                                            Edited bv Mina Oxd,,,E;,a,IIII,i,i8Zti9.eO,,C,gettS,rX.bi,I,i5'1?Lig,Fl,Zf,g,he,,d,a,YRg::.`5tP,S,r6I:a.!,.[lgiZ.iZ pr()duce?ibyintel'pubiica
their respective families enjoyed an extremely close t'elationShiP OVer a Transportation and insta]lation: Nippon Express
number of years. and this led to certain aspects of similarity between Disp]ay: Tokyo Studio
their expressive methods and ideas. They shared many friends in
common and their intellectual environments clearly overlapped in
man.v instances. The first part of the exhibition introduced the
individual connections betvt'een Rodin and Carrieire, such as their use of
the same models in their portrait work. and other aspects of their
intellectual environment. The next section of the exhir)ition considered
specific formal characteristics found in several groups of works. These
groups are considered as topics of a volume, of boundary lines between
human figure and background, of suggestions from Iiterary w()rks,
primarily those of Victor Hugo. of repetition of forms, and of the
meaning of hands and torsos in their works. These formal issues seen in
Rodin and Carribre's works weic repeatedly mentioned by the symbolist
critics of the day, and this led to these two artists being considered
within the symbolist framework,
  The exhibited Rodin w()rks were drawn from the NMWA holdings
and thanks to the great cooperation of that museum, froin the Musee
Rodin in Paris, The Carribre works were drawn largely from the Mus(ie
d'Orsay･ and French regional museums. along with those from private
collectors including Carriere's descendants. A total of 136 works were
displayed. including paintings. drawings, prints, photographs, bronzes,
marbles, plasters, and terracc)tta works.
  The Rodin-Carribre exhibition was proposed by the NMWA and the
exhibition coordinators were Mina Oya of the NMWA. Antoinette Le
1 ormand-Romain (formerly of the Mus6e Rodin, currentl.v at the Institut
National d'Histoire de 1iArt) and Rodolphe Rapetti (formerly c)f the
Musee Jean-Jacques Henner and currently at the Musees de France).
,After its Tokyo venue. the exhibition traveled to the Pvlusee d'Orsay. and
Emmanuelle H6ran of the Musee d'Orsay assisted with c{)ordination for
that venue, It was unusual for a NMWA-organized exhibition to travel
overseas. and all aspects of the exhibition. from suA'eys, research, and
selection of objects to essay writing and installation w()rk, took place
under a close coordination and cooperation of elements French and
japanese. The exhibition can thus stand as an example of the potential
for future overseas traveling exhibitions.
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